Bilinear temperature gradient focusing in a hybrid PDMS/glass microfluidic chip integrated with planar heaters for generating temperature gradients.
Temperature gradient focusing (TGF) is a counterflow gradient focusing technique, which utilizes a temperature gradient across a microchannel or capillary to separate analytes. With an appropriate buffer, the temperature gradient creates a gradient in both the electric field and electrophoretic velocity. Combined with a bulk counter flow, ionic species concentrate at a unique point where the total velocity sums to zero and separate from each other. Scanning TGF uses varying bulk flow so that a large number of analytes that have large differences in electrophoretic mobility can be sequentially focused and passed by a single detection point. Up to now, scanning TGF examples have been performed using a linear temperature gradient which has limitations in improving peak capacity and resolution at the same time. In this work, we develop a bilinear temperature gradient along the separation channel that improves both peak capacity and separation resolution simultaneously. The temperature profile along the channel consists of a very sharp gradient used to preconcentrate the sample followed by a shallow gradient that increases separation resolution. A specialized design is developed for the heaters to achieve the bilinear profile using both analytical and numerical modeling. The heaters are integrated onto a hybrid PDMS/glass chip fabricated using conventional sputtering and soft-lithography techniques. Separation performance is characterized by separating several different dyes and amino acids that have close electrophoretic mobilities. Experiments show a dramatic improvement in peak capacity and resolution in comparison to the standard linear temperature gradient.